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I slept through Oksfjord but I was woken up at 05:20 by the sound of somebody pounding a 

nail into a plank. My first thought was to damn the crew member who had been so 

inconsiderate. I got up and looked out of the cabin window to discover we were alongside in 

HAMMERfest. I went back to sleep. 

The alarm went off at 07:00 and a glance showed we were in fairly choppy water. A stiff 

breeze would have made a voyage in an open Viking ship a bit uncomfortable. Of course we 

had the usual dull overcast as well. 

Having partially solved the “White Nights” problem, I am now getting some interrupted 

sleep. 

By 08:00 the wind had really picked up and we had significant white caps. I discovered a 

new “rock and roll” meter. The drains in my cabin gurgled once the sea got rough. 

As we approached Havoysund, the Hurtigruten MS Midnatsol emerged from the port. She 

passed on our port side and we exchanged the ritual three blasts. There is a wind farm on 

the hill above Havoysund, the most northerly I have seen. 

We were now in Finnmark, an area the size of Denmark, but with only a fraction of the 

population. 

By 11:00 we sailed through a channel that had the island of Mageroy to the north. At the tip 

of this island is the North Cape, which I had visited by coach several years before. The story 

was repeated about the Sami families, complete with their reindeers, who are ferried to 

Mageroy by the Norwegian Navy in the spring. In the autumn the reindeer are strong 

enough to swim back to the mainland. No mention was made as to whether the Sami swim 

back  

The big stop of the day was at Honningsvag, the most northerly fishing port, where we 

docked at 11:45 for a four hour stay. Entering the harbour the Captain blew the ship’s horn. 

Right on cue, it started raining. From this port we launched excursions to the North Cape, a 

Bird Watching Safari and a Christmas House in a fishing village. 



Those who went to exposed venues had no idea what they signed up for. Years ago I went to 

the North Cape in brilliant sunshine and got blown off my feet. Our passengers had a rough 

time. 

I had a bowl of soup and some salad after the excursions had departed. I went ashore when 

the rain stopped and quickly realized that I had visited before. The last time all the shops 

had been closed in the middle of the week. I guessed that the arrival of a ship is an 

automatic door opener. Speaking of doors, every shop had the front door wide open as if a 

vestige of heat was bad for the health. 

I did find one treasure for NOK 79 ( $ 13 ). There was a handsome blue woollen toque 

sporting the Norwegian flag and emblazoned with the ship’s name of “Nordkapp”, picked to 

match my blue Voyager rain jacket. 

I returned to the ship just in time to spot some ingenuity. Several of the ship’s crew were 

taking photos as a forklift truck offloaded a car whose engine refused to start. The crew had 

put wooden planks under the chassis to protect the car and to give the tines of the forklift 

something to grab. The driver neatly drove out of the hold and dropped the car in the 

parking lot. 

Back on board, I chatted with the Excursion Director about the many Norwegian words that 

seem to have German and English soundalikes. He thought that German may well have 

come from the Vikings. Given the Viking propensity to travel, he also thought they spread 

their language into Britain. Bottom Line: I can pick off about ten percent of written 

Norwegian nouns. The rate drops if the word is pronounced as my ear is not attuned. 

At 17:00 we sailed past the Sami Church ( Finnjerka ). This was a place of mystical reverence 

for the Samis. Norwegian fisherman knew that once they spotted this cliff formation they 

could find safety in a calm bay named Kjollefjord. 

At 17:30 we launched an excursion from Kjollefjord labelled “A Taste of Lappland” that 

featured the Sami people. Been there, done that, fed the reindeer in northern Finland, which 

is the real Sami centre. 

Mehamn was our thirty minute stop at 19:30 and we recovered the Sami excursion. This was 

the most northerly port on this voyage. 



When we rounded the North Cape we were a mere two thousand kilometres from the North 

Pole. Sounds like you could get there on snow shoes! 

We had an earlier second sitting at 20:00 hrs. For this meal we had a seafood buffet. It was 

the worst meal of the cruise. You have to see a group of Europeans attacking a buffet to 

believe your eyes. They vacuum it up. If you are polite, you starve. 

One of the things I really like about this trip is that it is so safe. You can walk down the gang 

plank into any port of call and you are right close to the major centre. There are no 

layabouts crowded around the port gates and you don’t get pestered by beggars. Language is 

not a problem in that most Norwegians speak either German or English. 

The day ended with the 22:30 fifteen minute visit to Berlevag. Missed it! 
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